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Money, Money Everywhere
“Go on, take the money and run,
Go on, take the money and run”

- The Steve Miller Band

Financial Planning
Reminder
Updated Contribution
Limits for 2013:
- Regular IRA’s $5,500
Over Age 50 $6,500
- Simple IRA’s $12,000
Over Age 50 $14,500

- Roth IRA’s (same as IRA)
Income Limits (Married)
Begin at $178,000
Prohibited Over $188,000
- 401(k) $17,500
Over Age 50 $23,000
- HSA Contribution/50+
Individual $3,100/$4100
$6,250/$7,250
Family
- Annual Gift Threshold
$14,000 Per Recepient,
Per Donor

As investment managers, we are often asked what we think the market will do over the
next year. We suggest one need look no further than to Federal Reserve policy to determine where stocks will go. The world has become addicted to aggressive monetary
easing by central banks, namely the Federal Reserve. Loose monetary policy has lifted
financial markets and trumped investor concerns. Worries such as the Fiscal Cliff, the
budget Sequester, stubbornly high unemployment and stubbornly weak growth have
been washed away by waves of cash. Data points that would have triggered market
corrections in prior years are now celebrated as positive events that will “give the Fed
cover” to keep easy money in place in the months ahead. And for good reason: low
interest rates inflate asset prices.
The first quarter was a testament to the power of the Fed. Stocks surged across all
sectors despite signs the weak economic growth of the past five years will continue for
the foreseeable future. As measured by the S&P 500, domestic stocks rose by 10.73%;
one of the best three month gains on record. The MSCI EAFE Index of international
stocks was up 5.13%. While Treasury bonds fell during the quarter, the prices of corporate and municipal bonds rose slightly as spreads tightened.
Strong returns in January and the entire first quarter have historically been predictive of
strong stock market results for the balance of the year. Given prevailing low interest
rates, there is a good chance this pattern will be repeated. With the Fed continuing to
buy $85 billion worth of securities every month, there is a lot of money being injected
into the system.
The Fed is not alone in the drive to revive growth. The late March announcement of
massive easing by the Bank of Japan will also add fuel to the global asset price rally.
Monetary stimulus does not recognize borders. Demand growth in one country often
stimulates growth in other countries as well. Furthermore, cheap money flows across
borders to find the best returns and Japanese investors are using their low rates to buy
higher yielding American assets. We also believe the European Central Bank will
announce additional measures as the moribund economies of that continent continue to
flounder.
The role of monetary policy in the rally should not be underestimated. Stock prices are
surging to new highs, due as much to supply/demand forces (i.e. money flowing into
stocks) as to rising profits. However, the underlying economic picture remains weak,
with only tepid signs of a meaningful improvement. GDP growth remains below average and unemployment is stubbornly high. Most of the improvement in the unemploy-

ment rate has been due to workers dropping out of the work force, not from a surge in job growth. The
percentage of working age individuals either gainfully employed or actively looking for work – referred to
as the “labor force participation rate” – is at the lowest level since the dark days of 1979. If the labor force
participation rate today was at the same level as 2007, the unemployment rate would still be well over 10%.
The under-employment rate, currently at 13.6% of the active workforce, would also be sharply higher.
To be clear, conditions are not terrible; it is just that many of the positives stem from easy money. The stock
market has risen as investors have been forced to move out of cash and safe investments and into stocks and
riskier assets. Monetary policy has also boosted interest rate sensitive factors such as housing data, capital
expenditures and consumer credit. The balance sheets of consumers and corporations are flush with cash.
Cheap money has allowed companies to issue debt to buy back stock and add new, more efficient machinery.
We can include many graphs of improving economic conditions and we know the “wealth effect” is beginning to gain traction. Yet we also know many of these data points have essentially been built with easy
money and deficit spending.
Investors are no doubt wondering how policy makers will handle the eventual release of air from the massive
credit bubble they are now creating. Fed policy has more than offset any rate distortions that would typically
be associated with our staggering Federal budget deficits. Unfortunately, few steps have been taken to
reduce the deficit before rates rise. Without significant structural and political reforms, the stock market
rally will surely follow the flow of funds when the Fed’s quantitative easing policy dries up or the government can no longer cheaply fund the deficit.
Given the market’s dependency on cheap money, any hint of removal will raise concerns. The Chairman of
the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, has made it clear he does not see the interest rate targets being raised for
quite some time. He has also implied quantitative easing will not be ending soon. However, the minutes of
recent FOMC meetings show a growing number of voting members believe QE should be curbed later this
year. This seems to be setting up a lose/lose scenario for markets heading into next year. If the Fed slows
quantitative easing, markets will be negatively affected. Weak economic data will allow QE to remain in
place, but the drag of continued weakness would probably be even more detrimental to stock prices.
It is rumored Joseph Kennedy once said he knew the stock market was overvalued “when he heard the shoeshine boy giving stock tips.” The Ambassador knew when everyone is saying the same thing, it rarely comes
to pass. We are now at a point where virtually every commentator and newsletter writer is advocating selling
bonds and buying stocks. In the rare instance someone suggest bonds, it is usually high-yield or convertible
bonds, which act as stock proxies. We continue to find value in stocks, especially given interest rate levels.
Yet, it is hard not to be concerned by the universal bullishness of investors, especially given the rising risk
levels of today’s world. We have little doubt that if Joe Kennedy were alive today, his shoeshine boy would
be advising him to sell every bond he owned and buy stocks instead.
Investment Strategy
The United States is once again a capital inflow destination. Money is flowing into the country to escape the
political and regulatory issues in Europe and Asia. The Japanese can borrow in their home market at less
than 1% and buy low risk investments here yielding 2-3%. These inflows strengthen the dollar so foreign
investors may also reap a currency gain. Capital flows to where it is treated best and right now, that place is
America. We believe capital flows and market conditions will impact various market segments as follows:

Equities:
Stocks will certainly benefit from capital inflows and continued low interest rates. We are still finding
attractive values in select names, but we have been trimming shares of companies that have reached
our target prices. We remain cautious about elevated economic and geopolitical risk levels. In general,
larger companies still look more attractive than smaller companies. On a more tactical level, we see
particular value in financial stocks and consumer stocks.
Bonds:
Despite low rates, the U.S. is still a preferred domicile for fixed income investing. We continue to
attract foreign buyers to our bond market. These flows should partially support the market if and when
the Fed begins to unwind QE activities. As systematic risks slowly increase, we have been paring risks
in client portfolios. Recent purchases have emphasized higher quality credits. We continue to believe
rate targets will remain low for the next year or two but now see the longer end of the yield curve
coming under rate pressure by late 2013 rather than the middle of next year. While we do not expect a
rate shock, we are cognizant of taking on too much duration risk. Credit analysis is becoming increasingly important as investors chase yield in ever riskier assets.
Currencies:
The dollar has strengthened as foreign money pours into the U.S. Political and legal stability are a big
attraction, especially for those who were burned in the Cypress banking collapse. While our rates are
nominally low, we still offer attractive returns relative to other countries. This should continue to attract
funds to our shores and keep the dollar high. We believe the dollar is entering a new period of strength
that should be sustained for several more quarters.
Commodities:
A strong dollar makes imports cheaper and lowers inflation. Demand has not materialized due to lower
than expected global growth. The boom in U.S. oil production has pushed energy prices down as well.
These factors are putting pressure on commodity prices. Many speculators have large exposures to the
commodity complex and we believe an unwinding of these positions will keep pressure on prices
through the end of summer.
As always, we welcome your questions and comments.
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